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[57] ABSTOACT

A communications system is disclosed, having a first

communications link, a second oommunications link, a

first end station attached to said first communications

link, a first packet forwarding apparatus attached to the

first communications link, a second end station attached

to the second communications link, and a second packet

forwarding apparatus attached to the^econd communi-

cations liiJc. Each^packet forwarding^paratius^routes

packete it receivS having destination iddiresis eq

^vdata^^ikrdestinatidtf a^^ of the apparatus,.and brid-

*g^^i^§iM^r^^^'^|l!Sets. When the first end sta-

tion wishes to send a packet to the second end station, it

first transmits an ARP request message to learn the data

link address of the second end station. The first appaia-
' tus receives the ARP (Address Resolution Protocol)

request message, and determines that the end station for

which a data link address is requested is attached to a

remote communications link. The first apparatus re-

quests the second apparatus to transmit an ARP request

message to determine the second station's address, and

to relay the ARP response back to the first apparatus.

When the first apparatus receives the ARP response, it

forwards the response to the first end station. The first

end station transmits subsequent packets to the second

end station, using the data link address of the second

- end station as a data link destination address. These

subsequent packets can be bridged by any intermediary

apparatus between the first end station and the second

end station.
.

22 Oaims, 6 Drawing Sheets
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Data Link Header and the Network Layer Header, and
ROUTER USING REMOTE ADDRESS making decisions based on the contents ofboth headers.

RESOLUTION TO ENABLE BRIDGE LIKE DATA In some designs a bridge may be on the order of 200
FORWARDING times faster than a renter in forwarding a data packet

5 from a first link to a second link.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION Even though a router Is slower in forwarding packets

This invention relates to forwardfag messages from a ^ ^ * another link, it is

first link to another link, and more particularly retetes to
necessary to use routers rather than bridges.at^rtain

reducing the time required to forward date packets. •«»*'<>'^l^w?en ™nlt>Ple numbers oflinksJlignrouter>

10 performs functioi^ t^yOnd those of a bridge, such as:

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION forwarding along Wter routes th^j^brideamcre
^

Communications systems between computers are
menting^a "hffPft^'ytpfi^^

presently capable of connecting tens of thousands of
^fjpumoer oi -passesroi«ne-g*gKgjygou^a

computers. TypicaUy, a computer will originate a mes- "* orderjpj!JSK«ifc iiiaSfiiiite iSo^gffthe
sage directed to another computer, and will transmit the ,Etf

P«^entmg certam management tralE^such as

message as a sequence of data packets onto the commu- /
cnd^statoons on one^k^ggm

nications system. Because of the large number of com- i

|™ffded to the other hnk; mamtaurniOS-,

puters connected to the system, andL large number of ""^^^^^^^ °^
f*""!"

date packets transferred between the computers. ^^Ai^^f T"-r '^^fc^^^^
throughput of packets transferred by the system is ^ ^ ^useofc^ermprot^^

important issueT
I^ortnmg expLcit handshakmg protg^b with end

Communications systems are often divided into a
^wectedsp.^Iij«k-,,^,n^^

number of links. TypicaUy, a Knk may be a local area
/participatmg m-^trng algorithms, and othCT^functons.

networic where each loc^ area networic is capable of „ However a drff.cultym operadon<»f large c^^^^^

supporting a few hundred computers. A local iea net-
" ^^«>^om networks is that the tmie required for a

work win hereinafter be r«f«?ed to as a LAN. The
'"'^'^ '^^

LANs are connected together by a number of different

standard devices which forward packets. With the in- SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

^e'^%^t!^fr±^^ 30 Theinventicnisanapparatusforforwardingpackets,

w^^l^J^^.n ^i^^ ^ ^' difficult^ of a router requiringfci> much

te^es^
important parameter of sys-

fo, forwarding a packet, along vSth the difficulty

rwi,„,?!l^ r !«. • • ^ _^ 0^ ^ bridge increasing ARP traffic by forwarding ARP
Other types ofhnksm a commumcations system may messages

i^w^lin"!^^^^^^
35 A communications system has a first communications

Sli^«^«?t!L ^"^^'^
^"^u ^'^^u'^'i ^^^^ second commmiications link, at least one end

behveen comput^ etc. Mamtaimng high throughput ^t^tion capable of communicating on each of the com-

fi^?^ "^^i
^P^*^* Pf??*^ munications links, an apparatus for forwarding a packet

allhnkto lmkcomiections. Also,^^ fro^ the first link to 5ie second link, the apparatus
be connected together by standard devices. 40 capable of detecting a network layer header on a data

Before discu^g standard devices used to connect packet, the network layer header having a destination
hnks together, data packets and the headers of data address. There is assigned, to the apparatus, an appara-
packets added by different layers of the communica- tus mask having a forwarding mask length for distin-
tions protocol must be discussed. A data packet is typi- guishing the destination address into a subnet address
cally formed m a higher level of the communications 43 part and into a host address part. Also there is assigned,
protocol, and finally is transferred down to the Trans- to an end station, an end station mask having an end
port Layer which passes the packet into the Network station mask length for distinguishing the destination
layer. The Network layer attaches a header, the Net- address into a subnet address part and into a host ad-
work Layer Header, to the data packet, and then passes dress part. And there is assigned a greater length to the
the packet into the Data Link Layer. The Data Link 50 forwarding mask length than to the end station mask
Layer then attaches a header, the Data Unk Layer length, to enable the end station in using the end station
Header, to the dau packet The packet is then transmit- mask to identify aU end stations on the first link and the
ted onto the communications system by the physical second link as being on a single link, and to enable the
layer. A packet, once transmitted onto the communica- apparatus in using the forwarding mask to distinguish
tions system, is then forwarded from link to link until it 55 which of the first link or the second link an end station
reaches its destination end station. addressed by the network layer address is located.
A first type of device connecting links of the commu- Also there is a first means for a selected end station to

nications system is a bridge. A bridge operates in the transmits local Address Request Protocol (hereinafter
Data Link level ofthe communications protocol, which ARP) request message onto the first communications
is the level immediately above the physical level, A 60 link, the local ARP request message requesting a data
bridge receives data packets from one link, typically a link address ofa receiving end station. Further, there is

LAN, and then parses the Data Link Header. The a second means, in response to the local ARP request
bridge then makes a decision on what to do with the message, for the apparatus to create a remote ARP
data packet, where the decision is based upon the con- request message and to send the remote ARP request
tents found in the Data Link Header. 65 message to a second forwarding apparatus connected to
A second type of device linking LANs is a router. A the second link having the receiving end station con-

router operates in the network layer, a layer above the nected thereto. There is also a third means for the appa-
data link layer. A router operates by parsing both the ratus to receive a remote ARP response message con-
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. . . ^ 4
taming the data link address of the recdving end station resolved into a subnet address and a host address by
from the second forwarding apparatus. And there is a applying a mask to the total address. A mask is assigned
fourth mrans, responsive to the remote ARP request to a link. A station is configured with a network layer
message, for the apparatus to create a local ARP re- address and a mask for each link to which the station is
sponse message and to send the local ARP response 5 attached. The mask has as many bit positions as the

f^^*°J*!«.'«'«=«=*«>.«'«» station. address in the packet

L^^!^"^^^,^^^4^ The maskhassomebitssetequalto "1", andsomebits

^m^mm^^^?f^J^'f^'^^r^J set equal to "0". The bits of the mask that equal"!"- bnk address of_^jppara^^ corSpond to bits of the address that identify the link.

a mi^f^S^^^^^^^^W^>'° bits of the mask that equal "0" correspond to bits of
^ router in the event that^ ar eata Imi^aaiSsffflTO^ jj At. ^ • j ^i? i. ^ j ^ ^- ^

m^pMketJs a ctate link address ofthe^&/ Aeaddress thai identify the host, or end station, on that

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS For example: in the evoit that the network layer

FiaiisalogicdiagramoftwoLANscomiectedby ,5 nvf ^i^^ ^ *??^f*^J?'"*^t^^^
the invention. ^ nirther event that the mask has 16 bits set

FIG. lA is a flow chart of a brox in accordance with fT
^'^^ ^^"^ interprets the

the invention. address corresponding to the bits = lof the

FIG, 2 is a field diagram of a data packet in accor- ^ identifying the link. The bits in the address

dance with the invention. 20
^"^^ponding to "Os" in the mask identify the host, or

FIG. 3A is field diagram of an address field.

FIG. 3B is afield diagram of a mask for an address As fiirther example, if the first two octets of the mask
field. contain 8 bits = leach, and the second two octets of the
FIG. 3C is a field diagram of a mask for an address contain afl bits =0, then the address of the link is

field.
25

co»tai°^ in the two octets of the address correspond-
FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a communications sys- i^S^ the bits = lof the masL Also, the host, or station,

tem having multiple links, in accordance with the inven- address on that link is contained in the address bits

tion, corresponding to the bits =0 of the mask.
FIG. 5 is a field diagram ofan address in accordance Terminology used in the art ofcomputer communica-

with the invention. ^ tions will now be addressed. The terms "link" and "sub-
FIG. 6A is a field diagram of an address in accor- net" are substantially synonyms. Also, the terms "host"

dance with the invention. and "end station" are substantially synonyms. The
FIG. 6B is a field diagram of a brox mask in accor- terms **link" and "end station" are fi-equently used in

dance with the invention. discussionsofOSI standard type computer communica-
FIG. 7A b a field diagram of an address in accor- 35 tions systems. The terms "subnet" and "host" are fi^-

dance wij the invention. quently used in discussions of TCP-IP type computer
FIG. 7B IS a field diagram of an end station mask in communications systems. A link or a subnet may be a

ac^rdance with the invention. local area network, or may be another type of system
FIG, 8 IS a block diagram of a communications sys- for computer communicattons. A host or end station is

tem m accordance with the invention. ^ the computer attached to the Imk or the subnet

DETAILED DESCRIPTION ^ further standard feature ofa TCP-IP type protocol

TTTO cvT3^»r A «V T.* ^ ^ when an initiating station uutiates a transmission
FIRST EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENT to an intended receiving station, the initiating station

Capitalization will be used in this document to high- **knows" only the Network Layer address of the in-

light names of fields of a packet, in order to improve 45 tended receiving station. In order to "learn" the Data
readability of the document Link Layer address of the intended receiving station,

R-eferring now to FIG. 1, there is shown a communi-. the initiating station transmits an Adckess RequestPro-
cations link connection apparatus 100, a "brox" in ac-j j;ocol (ARP) message. A bridge forwards theARP mes-
Mrdance with the invention. The term **brox" is coined*! / sage, >but a router ie ARP messag^. In tlie

herein, and is defined as a box for connecting communi^ 50~^vent that the intended receiving station receivesLthe
cations links in accordance with the present mvention.1 ARP^mfessa^e;li&tte1);^ on the same link as the
A brox forwards as a router under certain conditions,*

]

^station or by-lmving tKcXRP request bridged to the link^

ibut under other conditions forwards as a bridge. Thje
j

/Containing the intend^ receiving^ station^ then the in-

word •*brox" is an acronym (created from the capital- / r^tended )C!^^Tn^^tsfidn^^^^
ized letters Bridge Router bOX) for a box that behaves! 55 ARP response contammg the D^ta Lihk Layer^dress
as a bridge or as a router. Also a brox may have bdiay^lL-of^the intended xecdvk^*^ of the
ior modes that are ndther those ofa standard bridge nor

j
ARPresg^nhte init^^SSition s^ds datapackets

(those^of a standard router. ^-J to'the intended receiving station'bppla^ng the^l^ta
For a mdtiple hop data packet transmisaon, opera- Ljfik LayCT afddressleOT^^ theARP^ponse into

tion of the invention can be described in simple terms 60 tlfe^Data Llm^ Hc^er^^b
for a network using a TCP-IP type protocol as follows. Also, as a standard practice in a TCP-IP type proto-
TCP-IP is a well known protocol suite which has been col, an initiatmg station first tests the Network Layer
developed in the United States. The present invention address of the intended receiving station against its own
works particularly well witii the TCP-IP protocol, but Network Layer address. Each station on the communi-
wai also work with similar protocols. 65 cations link of the initiating station has the same subnet
But first, a TCP-IP type of protocol will be briefly address, and so the initiating station, tests the subnet

described. In a TCP-IP type protocol, a destination address of the intended receiving station against the its
address in the Network Layer Header of a packet is own subnet address.
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In the event that the two subnet addresses are equal,

the initiating station transmits an ARP message.

^In the event that the two subnet addresses are difFe^
/^1ent, then the initiating station transmits a data packet tb|

{

jpa router ^connected to the communications link of thef 5

initiating station. The router maintains a forwardinf
3 table, and so "knows** the communications link contain!

ing the intended receiving station. The router then fo^
wards the data packet to the proper link, where a fuS
ther router places the Data Link Layer address of tlie 10

intended receiving station into the Data Link Layd|
Header of the data packet, and forwards the data packe^ i

onto the proper link for receipt by the intended receivp I

ing station. The originating station does not leamBrthg^
j

data link address of the receiving station.
vn^jg

Turning now to a simple discussion of the invention,
j

both the router and the bridge are replaced with the
;

"brox" of the invention. Also, in the invention, the ;

network layer addresses of the end stations on the vari-

ous links are carefully chosen so that all end stations on 20

all links connected by the invention have in their net-

work layer address: firstly, a sequence of bits that are

identical for aU end stations attached to any of the links

connected by broxs; secondly, a sequence of bits that

are identical for stations on a single link, but different 25

for stations on other links; and, thirdly, a sequence of
bits that are unique among stations on any one link.

The forwarding apparatus of the invention is the

brox. A brox has assigned a mask that exposes both the

sequence of identical bits and the sequence of unique 30

bits. In contrast, the end stations have a shorter mask
that exposes only the sequence of identical bits.

All end stations linked by the invention have the same
sequence of identical bits. Accordingly, when an initiat-

ing station tests the network layer address of the in-

tended receiving station against its own network layer

address in order to determine if the initiating station has
permission to send a local ARP message, then permis-

sion to send a local ARP message will be granted for an
mtended end station linked by the invention, whether 40

the intended end station is on the same link as the initiat-

ing station or whether it is on a different link.

Also in the invention it is important to distinguish

four (4) different types of ARP messages. These four

different types ofARP messages are:

1. a local ARP request A local ARP request is trans-

mitted by an end station onto a link connected to

the end station. A local ARP request asks for a data

link address of an intended destination station. A
local ARP request is identical to the standardTCP-
IP compatible ARP request discussed hereinabove.

2. a local ARP response. A local ARP response is

received by an end station, and the local ARP
response delivers a data linlc address to the end
station. A local ARP response is identical to the 55

standard TCP-IP ARP response discussed herein-

above.

3. a remote ARP request. A remote ARP request is

created by a brox on the link of an origmating end
station, and is created by the brox in response to 60

receipt by the brox of a local ARP request The
remote ARP request is transmitted to a remote

brox on the link of a remote mtended destination

station.

4. a remote ARP response.A remoteARP response is 65

created by a remote brox on the link of a remote

intended destination station, and is created in re-

sponse to the remote brox receiving a local ARP

35

45

50

response. The remote ARP response is transmitted

to a brox on the link of the originating end station,

and in response to receiving the remote ARP re-

quest, the brox creates and transmits a local ARP
response to the originating end station,

^y carefully choosing the addresses of all end stations^

linked by the mvention, by using broxs for forwarding :

'between the various links, and by using short masks for

stations and long masks for broxs, useful results flow

from the invention. The first useful result b that data

packets are forwarded at bridge speed between end ^
'

stations linked by the invention. A second useful result

:

is that local ARP traffic on one link b confined to thatj

link and b not forwarded as it would be if the links were

;

Joined by a conventional bridge. A third useful result b.

that all links joined by the invention may be reached by

remote ARP messages generated in response to any end \

station on any of the links, without flooding every hgki^

jyith unnecessary local ARP messages.

Forwarding rules followed by a brox may be summa-
rized as follows:

1. in the event that the brox recognizes the address

found by parsing the Data Link Destination Ad-
dress field of a packet as an address used by that

brox, then the brox receives the packet and func-

tions as a router.

2. in the event that the brox does not recognize the

destination address found by parsing the Data Link

header as an address of the brox, then the brox

bridges the packet.

3. in the event that the brox recognizes the packet as

a local ARP request, and the intended destination

end station b on a remote link as determined by the

brox usmg its long mask, then the brox creates a

remote ARP request and sends it to a brox on the

link of the intended destination end station.

4. hitcr the brox receives a remote ARP response

from a brox attached to the link of the intended

destination end station. The brox then creates a

local ARP response in response to the original

local ARP request. The local ARP response con-

tains the data hnk layer address of the intended

receiving end station. The brox then transmits the

local ARP response onto the link having the origi-

nating end station. The local ARP response b re-

ceived by the originating end station, and so the

originating end station learns the data link address

of the intended destination station.

A significant benefit of the invention b that, once the

originating end station learns the data link address of the

intended destination end station, forwarding of later

sent data packets b at bridge speed, rather than router .

speed. The forwarding delay at each brox, in some
designs, may be as much as 200 times less when the brox

functions as a bridge rather than as a router. Accord-
ingly, the invention greatly speeds forwarding of data

packets.

Referring now to FIG. 2, there is shown a typical

field structure for a data packet used by an end station

of LAN 110, 112 shown in FIG. 1. Data packet 120 b
shown having a Data Link Header 122 and a Network
Layer Header 124. When data packet 120 b created and

transmitted onto a LAN, the network layer attaches

Network Header 124 to the packet, and then the packet

b handed down to the data link layer. The data link

layer then attaches the Data Link Header 122 to the

packet Upon transmission, data packet 120 may have

additional fields preceding the Data Link Header 122

04/30/2004, EAST Version: 1.4.1
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such as, for example, preamble fields, and the precise In the event that decision block 1040 answers "no",
structure of such preamble fields will depend upon the then control passes to decision block 1050.

standard to which LAN 110 is deagned. Such preamble At decision block 1050 the packet is tested m order to

fields are not shown in FIG. 2, as FIG. 2 focuses on determine if it is a remote ARP response, and if it is

those fields used by the inventioa 5 decision block 1050 answers **yes", then control passes

Data Link Header 122 contains Data Link Destina- to block 1052 for further processing as a remote ARP
tion Address field 126, and Data Link Source Address response. In the event that decision block 1050 answers

field 128. Other Data Link Header fields 130 are abo **^o*% then control passes to block 1060.

shown m FIG. 2, but are not further described herein in At block 1060 the packet is forwarded to the proper

that the invention focuses on the Data Link Destination ^ accordance with normal routing processing.

Address field 126 and the Data Link Source Address return to discuss the processing in the event that

field 128 ofthe Data Link Header 122. Data Link Desti- ^ packet tested with a **yes** at decision blocks 1020,

nation Address field 126 is abbreviated DL D. Data ^^0, and 1050.

Link Source Address field 128 is abbreviated DL S. discuss processing in the event that decision

Network Layer Header 124, as shown in FIG. 2, has: ^5 block 1020 answers yes'* the packet is a local ARP
Network Layer Destination address field 140, NL D request, and control passes to decision block 1022. A
field 14(h Network Layer Source address field 142 NL branch to decision block 1022 means that a host on a

S; and other fields 144. Also, data fields 146 foUows the ^ connected to the brox issued a local ARP request

Network Layer Header 124. The Network Layer Desti-
decision block 1022 the packet is tested in order to

nation Address field 140 is abbreviated NL D. The ^ determine if the network layer address of the intended

Network Layer Source address field 142 is abbreviated
destination host is on the origmating link, and if it is

decision block 1022 answers "yes", then processing

In exemplary network designs, tiie Network Layer ^^^^ ^^"^^ A^^^^^^J?^ ^""^^^^^
Destination address field 140 and the Network Source , ^^}^ ''?'^^'^ ARP reques^. In the event that

Layer field 142 may each be assigned a fixed length. f^*^^ ^3^*^ 10^ answers no", ^e packet network

The lengtii is often expressed in terms of octets. An f^^^
destmation address is not on the ongimtog hn^

octetbadatastructurethatisordinarily 8bitslong.For ^"^^
^l^"^^

example, in a TCP-IP compatible network bo4 the
brox sends a remote ARP request to a br^^

Network Layer Destination Address field 140 and the
destmation LAN,

,
,

NetworkLayer SourceAddressfieldl42areassigneda ^^^^'"^^ f^T^^Jf *fl*'
«r^o /I ^ ^ u packet IS a remote ARP request as determmed by a

^TL Lt^n^^^^^ fl V response at decision Wock 1040, where con^ol

nrl^l^^ ^^^^^^^!Lf^^^^ ^ S''.™^ ^ Wock 1042. At Wock 1042 a cache entry is

y.^^ 35 been received. Control then passes to block 1049 where
block 1010 where &e packet date^ ad- a local ARP request is generated on the relevant link,
dre^ cont^ed m Oie Data Lmk Destoation Address ^^^^ the Imk^ comieSed to a port of the brox.

A I ^J^"" !f^^!,!f Pf^'^^ cessing in blocks 1042 and 1049 ieans that the brox is
data hnk destination address is testedm order to deter- the remote brox in a remote ARP requestmme if it is either a router address or a broadcast ad- 40 Next we discuss processing in the event that the
dre^ used by a router. In the event tiiat decision block packet is a local ARP response, that is that decision
lOTO answer yes", the packet date hnk destmation i,iock 1030 answered "yes", and processing passed to
address is either a router addn^ or a broadcast address, block 1032. At block 1032 an entry is made into the
then control passes to Ime 1012 for router type process- cache of pending remote ARP requests, and control

, ^ . . . . , • ^5 passes to decision block 1034. At decision block 1034
In the event that deosion block 1010 answers "no*;, the question. "Is tiiere a pending remote ARP request

men control passes to block 1014 where the packet is that matches this local ARP response ?" is asked, and in
further processed by normal bridge forwarding. the event that tiie answer is "no", then control passes to
Router processmg proceeds along line 1012 to a series block 1036 where processing of this packet stops be-

of decision blocks, block 1020, block 1030, block 1040, 50 cause processing is done.
and block 1050. At Uiese dedaon blocks tiie type of fa the event that deciaon block 1034 answers "yes",
padcet IS determi^^ there is a matching pendmg remote ARP request, then
At block 1020 the packet is tested in order to deter- control passes to block 1038. At block 1038 the brox

mme if It is a local ARP request, and in tiie event that it generates a remote ARP response message and sends
is, decision block 1020 answers "yes" and control passes 55 the response to the originating brox.
to decision block 1022 for handling as a local ARP Next we discuss processing in the event that decision
request. In the event that decision block 1020 answers block 1050 answered "yes", the packet is a remote ARP
"no" then control passes to decision block 1030. response, and control passes to block 105Z At block
At decision block 1030 the packet is tested in order to 1052 the brox generates a local ARP response and trans-

determine if it is a local ARP response, and if it is deci- 60 mits it onto the relevant link connected to the brox.
sion block 1030 answers "yes", then control passes to Processing at block 1052 means that the brox originally
block 1032 for further processing as a local ARP re- generated a remote ARP request, now the remote ARP
sponse. In the event that decision block 1030 answers response has arrived, and the remote ARP response is

"no" then control passes to decision block 1040. used to create a local ARP response directed to the
At decision block 1040 the packet is tested in order to 65 originating host

determine if it is a remote ARP request, and if it is Normal operation of a bridge and normal operation
decision block 1040 answers •*yes", then control passes of a router win now be described,
to block 1042 for processing as a remote ARP request. Bridges
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The Data Link Header 122 contains a number of
fields, and the fields principally used by the bridge are:
the Data Link Destination Address field 126; and, the
Data Link Source Address field 128 (FIG. 2 ).

The bridge compares the address found in the Data
Liak Destination Address field with a forwarding table
maintained in a database contained in the bridge, and
also compares the contents of the Data Link Source
Address field of the packet with a list of source ad-
dresses maintained for each link connected to the
bridge. The bridge then, typically makes forwarding
decisions based upon the contents of these fields.

Typical design rules for operation of a bridge are as
follows, and include both rules for receipt of a packet
and rules for forwarding a packet
For receipt of a packet, a bridge tests the contents of

the Dato Link Destination Address field of the packet
against internally maintained forwardingjtables^

10
rpatihg^ih^rQirtf||nrnt^^^^ gggthm^^^

)

/idestii^^^ar^^in^t^E>atk»BiiJ^^
ydr^5ss/ield DL T^Witit^at^l^^'SS^^i^g the
pa1^t|M,^Tffe proper

^Rqufe perfbim ,other functions not drectfegja^
tothepresenfihV€ntiQn,,s^g^^*rui^
cols in qrdier«t6!::dedde on routes:to'main^iS betw^^

link^hen;there are choicesj^^^^

10 pajtieipatii^.in-ioutinfe*alfeMilmis links, by,

for example, preventing certain management traffic

such as end station hello messages on one link from
being forwarded to another link; fragmentation and
reassembly of packets because of different protocols

employed by d^erent links; performing explicit hand-
shaking protocols with end stations connected to links

connected to the router; and other functions.

Referring now to FIG. 3A, there is shown the struc-

ture ofa Network Layer Address. FIG. 3A may refer to

15

S^^ii^r^-'' ^^P-fe^ ^ a on a link. Alt^tivcly, FIG.
biFidgg^atiiiges^m^^ 3A may refer to a Network Layer Destination AddressalgonfliS?^^8^^^^^|^™^^^bs, field of a message packet As a further alternative, FIG,
b^ecn^gg^^ . 3A may refer to a Network Layer Source Address field
Address fiel^ of the packet:, if the packet Data Link of a message packet For convenience, the field struc-

ture of FIG. 3A may be referred to as ^e structure of a
Network Layer Destination (often abbreviated as NL
D) address field of a message packet, although, as will

5e apparent to those skilled in the art, the- discussion

. - . ^v^v-*-.-. could equally well apply to the Network Layer Source
forwardmg. table, then flood the packet to all' of the 30 Address field (often abbreviated as NL S address field)

pip^^pceiSif^theplg^

links connected to the bridge, but not the link from
w^idi„the packet origmatcd-^^i^^ ^^JP^cally^i^ndge
forwards packets;Jiayin^Svj^ffl^tgaiuacaBic^orqroaacasi

'^^^^^^Sa^^dd^field;addrcs^in j^^
sucHasrad stotion heUp^^^^^ 35
makcithepIiiiKs-that itjoins'together operate as an ex-
tended LAN.

Also, If the content of the Data Link Source Address
field of the packet is absent from the bridge forwarding
tables, then the bridge adds to its appropriate forward- 40
ing table a correlation between the address contained in
the Data Link Source Address field of the packet and
the link firom which the packet arrived. Any subsequent
packets addressed to that address arc then forwarded ^. ^ ^ .

onto the correlated link. By updating its forwarding 45 addrcM field 140 in or^dCT to determine the address repr
table using the arrival link ofunknown packets, a bridge ' ^ ~ - -

-

learns the correlation between arrival links and the
source address of end stations either on those links or
connected to those links firom other links, and thereby

142 ofa message packet Also, FIG. 3A will be used to
describe a Network Layer Address assigned to a sta-

tion.

As shown in FIG. 3A, NL D address field 140 con-
tains 4 bytes, byte 150, byte 152, byte 154, and byte 156.

Each byte 150 152 154 156 is an octet, and thereby
contains 8 bits.

Referring now to FIG. 3B, there is shown mask 158.

Mask 158 has 4 bytes, byte 160, byte 162, byte 164, and
byte 166. A mask is assigned to a station, for example
the mask is assigned to end station A lllA, or, for

example, B lllB, or, for example, end station C 113C,
or to brox 100. In the event that a station detects a
message packet, the station applies ma^ 158 to NL D

resented by theNLD address field 140. For example, in

the example shown in FIG. 3A and FIG. 3B, the mask
158 is shown having all ones in byte ].60, byte 162, and
byte 164. In contrast, byte 166 contains all zeros. Ac-

builds up entries into its forwarding tables. Further, for 50 cordingly, the corresponding bytes of NL D address
example, there are many other ways that entries in a - -

-

bridge forwarding table may be compiled.
Routers

A router receives a packet m the event that the Data
Link Destination Address field DL D 126 of the packet 55
contains the data link address of the router or a special

multicast address used by routers, otherwise the router
ignores the packet

In the event that a router receives a packet, the router
uses its mask to analyze the network layer destination 60
address carried in the Network Layer Destination Ad-
dress field NL D 140 of the packet By usmg its mask,
the router breaks the packet network layer destination
address into a subnet, or link, part and into a host ad-
dress part 65

,^The router "kiTows** a rotttejto^^g^estinatiogim|^;

field 140, that is byte 150 correspondmg to byte 160 of
the mask, byte 152 corresponding to byte 162 of the
mask, and byte 154 corresponding to the mask byte 164
represent the subnet address. The term "suhnef * is syn-
onymous with "link" and may accordingly stand for a
local area networic LAN, or any other type oflink. Byte
156 ofNL D address field 140 corresponds to the zeros
of mask byte 166, and accordingly represents the ad-
dress of a "host". The term "host" is synonymous with
"station" and so may stand for an "end station", a
•*brox", or any other type of station. Mask 158 indicates,

by the zeros in byte 166, that the host address repre-
sented by NL D address field 140 is contained in byte
156.

Accordingly, mask 158 interprets NLD address field

140 so that bytes 150, 152 154 represent a subnet ad-
dress. And also mask 158 indicates that byte 156 repre-
sents a host address.
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As shown in FIG. 3B, mask 158 has byte 160 indi-

cated as byte Bl. Byte 162 is indicated as byte B2. Byte
164 is indicated byte as B3. Byte 166 is indicated as byte
B4. The labels Bl, B2, B3, and B4 indicate the position

of the byte within mask 158, 5

SECOND EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENT
Operation of conununications system 101» as shown

in FIG. 1, will now be discussed In the event that end
stationA lllA decides to send a message packet to end 10

station C 113, then the following events occur:

1. End station A lllA first attempts to learn the data

link layer address of end station C 113. In the first

step to learn the data link layer address of end
station C 113, end stationA lllA tests its network IS

layer address against the network layer address of
end station C 113 in order to determine if the two
end stations are on the same link. And if the two
end stations are on the same link, then end stationA
lllA has permission to transmit an Address Re- 20

quest Protocol message (a local ARP request mes-
sage). An local ARP request message transmitted

by an end station will be hereinafter referred to as
a local ARP request

End station A lllA uses a short mask, as shown in 25

FIG. 3C, in making the determination as to whether or
not end station C 113 b on the same link as end station

A lllA, and because of the careful choice ofend station

network layer addresses, concludes that end station C
113isonthesamelinkasendstation AlllA. Asshown 30
in FIG. 3C, the short mask used by end station A lllA
has byte 161 and byte 163 both contain eight Is, and
byte 165 and byte 167 both contain eight zeros. Accord-
ingly, end stationA lllA "sees" only byte 150 and byte
152 of the address fields shown in FIG. 3A, as the sub- 35

net address of itself and ofend station C 113. By careful

choice of the end station addresses, both end stationA
lllA and end station C 113 have the same value of
bytes 150 152 in their network layer addresses. Accord-
ingly, end station A lllA concludes that it and end AO
station C 113 are on the same link.

Physically, as is shown in FIG. 1, end station A lllA
is on link 110 and end station C 113 is on link 112. How-
ever, because of the careful choice of end station net-

work layer addresses, and by end station A lllA using 45

a short mask, end station A lllA concludes that it and
end station C 113 are on the same link.

2* In response to its conclusion that end station C 113
is on the same link, end stationA lllA transmits a
local ARP Request onto link 110. 50

3. The local ARP Request is detected by brox 100.

Logic unit 115 detects that the packet is a local

ARP request In response to receiving the local

ARP request, brox 100 creates a new local ARP
request Brox 100 sends the new local ARP request 55

onto link 112 with the data link layer address ofend
station C 113 in the data link destination address
field 126. By using the long mask of FIG. 3B,
where byte 164 contains eight Is, brox 100 can
determine the link to which end station C 113 is 60

connected. And by using the portion of the mask
containing "Os" brox 100 can determine the net-

work layer address of intended destination end
station C 113.

4. End station C 113 receives the second local ARP 65

Request message from LAN 112, and responds by
creating a local ARP response message, and then
transmitting the local ARP Response message onto

862
12

link 112. The local ARP Response message con-

tains the data link layer address of end station C
113.

5. Brox 100 detects the local ARP response message

and processes it by logic 117. Brox 100 then deter-

mines that this local ARP response is in completion

of a pending ARP request. Brox 100 then creates a
second local ARP response message, and transmits

the second local ARP response message onto link

110.

6. End station A lllA receives the second local ARP
response message on LAN 110, and extracts from it

the data link layer address of end station C 113.

7. End station A lllA transmits a message packet to

end station C 113 by placing the data link layer

address of end station C 113 into the Data Link

Destination Address field 126 of the message

packet,

S. Brox 100 detects the message packet addressed to

end station C 113, concludes that the data link

destination address fiekl 126 of the packet does not

contain a data link destination address of brox 100^

and therefore forwards the message packet as a

bridge, and the message packet is hereby for-

warded onto link 112. This bridge type forwarding

operation is fast, as brox 100 made the decision by
parsing only the Data Link Header field 122 of the

message packet

9. End station C 113 then detects the message packet

by recognizing its data link destination address in

the data link destination address field 126 of the

message packet, and receives the message packet.

10. End station A lllA then may transmit a sequence

of message packets to end station C 113 by: insert-

ing the data link address of end station C 113 into

the data link destination address field 126 of the

message packet; and then brox 100 forwards the

message packets as a bridge.

Advantages of the invention may be seen as follows.

Brox 100 blocked the local ARP request message trans-

mitted by end station lllA from bdng forwarded onto
link 112, and in that respect functioned as a router. Brox
100 forwards the message packets transmitted by end
stationA lllA onto link 112, where the message packet

contains the data link layer address of end station C 113

in the data link destination address field 126. Brox 100
thus rapidly forwards message packets, and also isolates

local ARP traffic onto a smgle link.

A benefit of the invention is that local ARP request

and local ARP response messages on oneHnk, for exam-
ple link 110, are blocked from the other link, in this

example link 112, by brox 100. A further benefit of the
invention is that in the event that an end station on one
link, say link 112, sends a sequence of data packets to an
end station on the other link, then all packets after the

first packet are forwarded at bridge speed.

THIRD EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENT
A multiple hop embodiment of the invention will

now be discussed. Referring now to FIG. 4, there is

shown a more complex communications system 170.

Communications system 170 has link 172, link 174, link

176, and link 178. Link 172 has end stations 172A, 172B,
and 172C. Additwnally, link 172 may have a further

plurality ofend stations, and may, for example, support
up to several hundred end stations.
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Link 174 has end stations 174A, 174B, 174C, and foUowing application ofmask 221 to the address of any
174D. Also, Link 174 may support a fm^er plurality of end station on system 170:
end stetions, AND (Ai3 my» mask),
Lmk 176 has end station 176A, end station 17dB, and AND (A-receive, mask),

end stations 176C Further, Link 178 has end station 5 whereA^y is the network layer address of the end
17«A, end station 178B, and end station 178C, Also, station, and
Link 176 and 178 may each support a further plurality where A-J"eceive is the network layer address of the
of end stations. intended receiving end station.
Although links 172 174 176 178 are shown in FIG. 4 The AND operations arc foUowed by a test of tiie

as straight Imes, each link may, for example, be a token 10 equality of the two AND operations,
ring communication system such as an IEEE 802.5 Li tiie event that tiie two AND operations are equal,
token ring or an ANSI/IEEE FDDI token ring. then the transmitting end station concludes that it is on
Brox 180 has a connection 182 to link 172, and also the same link as the intended receiving end station,

has a connection 184 to link 174. Brox 190 has connec- Accordingly, in the event that the twoAND operations
tion 192 to link 174, and also has a connection 194 to 15 are equal, the transmitting end station has permission to
link 176. Additionally, brox 190 has a connection 196 to transmit a local ARP request message in order to in-
link 178. Brox 200 has a connection 202 to link 174, and quire: **What is tiie data link address of tiie intended
a connection 204 to a wide area network tiirough a receiving end station?".
communications link, as indicated by jagged arrows Referring now to FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B, there is

, 20 shown an address in FIG. 6A. Part of the address of
The addresses of stations on links 172 174 176 178 are FIG. 6A is asubnet address, and part of tiie address is a

given by the address field of FIG. 3A. Bytes 150 and host address, as determined by the appropriate mask,
byte 152 ofthe addresses are tiie same for all stations on There is shown a mask for a brox in FIG. 6B. The mask
all links 172 174 176 178. Bytes 154 and byte 156 are of FIG. 6B is assigned to broxs 180 190 200. Byte Bl
different for tiie various links and stations as described 25 160, and byte B2 162, both contain 8 Is, as shown in
herembelow. FIG. 6B. Byte B3 164 contains: U 1 1 1000. Byte B4 166
Refemng to FIG. 4> address 210 shows fields 154 and contains all zeros. When mask 220, FIG. 6B, is applied

156 of the address fields of FIG. 3A as assigned to sta- to the address 210 of link 172, or to address 212 of link
tions on lmk 172. Field 154 contains; 1 1 1 1 1000. Byte 156 174. or to address 214 of link 176, or to address 216 of
may contain any combination of ones and zeros. The 30 link 178, then the arrangement of Is m byte 164 ofmask
value of byte 156 is assigned to give a unique value for 220 allows the various links to be distinguished. That is,

each end station 172A, 172B, 172C, and so forth. Only the longest address in byte 154 is in address 210 of link
one byte 156 is reserved for the host address for end 172, and consists of five (5) Is. These five Is are masked
stations connected to lmk 172, and so tiie number of for incorporation in the subnet address by the arrange-
stations that may be individually addressed arc 2**8, or 35 ment of five Is in byte 164 of mask 220, as shown in
256 stations. FIG. 6B. Accordingly, by making use of mask 220 as-
Address 212 show bytes 154 and 156 of addresses of signed to brox 180, 190, or 200, a deteimmation may be

FIG. 3A as assigned to stations on link 174. Byte 154 made as to which link a particular station address is
contains: 1 1110000. Byte 156 contains any value, and a located.
unique value of byte 156 is assigned to each station 40 By making use of the Os in mask 220 of FIG. 6B, an
connected to link 174. For example, end stations 174A, kientification may be made of the host address 224 as
174B, 174C, 174D, and connection 184 to brox 180, and shown in FIG. 6B. The host address, as shown in FIG.
connection 192 to brox 190 are each assigned a unique 6B, will comprise the last three bits of byte 154 and aU
value of byte 156. Again, byte 156 may refer to as nmny ei^t bits of byte 156. Accordingly, byte 156 of address
as 256 stations. 45 210 will uniquely identify any of tiic stations connected
Address 214 shows bytes 154 and 156 of addresses of to Unk 172. Alternatively, address 212, at byte 156, wiU

FIG. 3A as assigned to stations on link 176, Byte 154 of kientify any station connected to link 174, through a
address 214 contains: 11100000. Byte 156 contams any masking of the Os ofthe mask 220 ofFIG. 6b. Addition-
value, and a unique value ofbyte 156 is assigned to each ally, the end stations of link 176 and link 178 may like-
station on link 176. For example, end station 176A, 50 wisebeidentifiedby the Os of mask 220 taken wiUi the
176B, 176C, and connection 194 to brox 190, each have address 214 for link 176, and address 216 taken for link
assigned a unique value of byte 156. 178.

Address 216 shows bytes 154 and 156 of addresses of
FIG. 3A as assigned to stations on link 178. Byte 154 of Since the host address of brox mask 220 of FIG. 6B
address of 216 contains; 11000000. Byte 156 has as- 55 uses eleven (11) bits, each link may have as many as
signed any value, and has a unique value assigned for 2** 1 1 or two thousand forty ei^t (2,048) unique station
each station connected to link 178, for example, end addresses.
stations 178A, 178B, 178C, and connection 196 to brox Referring now to FIG. 7A and FIG. 7B there is

shown in FIG. 7B an end station mask 221. End station
Each end station in communications system 170 uses 60 mask 221 has byte Bl 160 contain: eight Is, byte B2 162

mask 221 as shown m FIG. 7B. Mask 221 has all Is m also contains eight Is. However, bytes B3 164 and byte
byte Bl 160, aU Is in byte in B2 162, aU zeros in byte B3 B4 166 contain all zeros. Accordingly, an end station
164, and all zeros in byte B4 166. Accordingly, when- using mask 221, when applied to any address shown as
ever any end station in system 170 appUes mask 221 to address 210, 212, 214, 216 will determine tiiat the subnet
an address of an intended receiving station lying within 65 address is given by bytes 150 and byte 152. Bytes 150
system 170, the intended receiving station will appear to and 152 were chosen to be tiie same for all stations in
the transmitting end station to lie on the same link as the communications system 170. Accordingly, by use of
transmitting end station. This result arises from the mask 221, all end stations of communications systems
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170 will determine the same subnet address 222. A con- station 178C in the Data Link Destination Address
sequence of all end stations on communications system field 126.

170 determining the same subnet address through use of 9. Brox 180 parses the data link header of the
end station mask 221 is that, in accordance with the message packet, discovers the Data Link Destina-
ordinary rules of operation for a TCP-IP communica- 5 tion address field 126 does not contain the address
tions type system, the end stations will have permission ofconnection 182, and therefore forwards the mes-
to transmit a local ARP request message. sage packet as a bridge.
Turning now to FIG. 5, there is shown the full ad- 10. The message packet is forwarded througji con-

dress for addresses 210, 212, 214 and 216. As shown in nection 184 to link 174 where brox 190 detects the
FIG. 5, bytes 150 and 152 contain the same value for 10 message packet at connection 192,

each of addresses 210, 212, 2l4 and 216. The addresses 11 Brox 190 parses the data link header 122 of the
210, 212, 214, and 216 differ only in the different values message packet, concludes that the data link desti-

contained in byte 154 and byte 156. nation address field 126 does not contain the data
Operation of the Multiple Hop System link address of connection 192, and accordingly

In the event that end station 172A desires to transmit forwards the message packet as a bridge. Brox 190
a data message to end station 178C, the following events bridges the message packet through connection
occur 196 onto link 178 on the basis of a forwarding table

1. End station 172A does anAND operation between maintained within brox 190.

its address and the address ofend station 178C. End IZ The message packet is detected by end station

station 172A uses the end station mask 221 ofFIG. ^ 178C detecting its own data link address in the
7B, End station 172A then concludes that the sub- Data Link Destination Address field 126 of the
net address 222 of itselfand the subnet address 222 message packet Accordingly, the intended receiv-
of end station 172A .are equal, and so concludes ing station 178C receives the message packet
that itmay transmit a local ARP request message to Each station in communication system 170 as shown
end station 178C in order to learn the data link in FIG. 4 uses end station mask 221 as shown in FIG.
address of end station 178C 7B, that is: on link 172 end stations 172A. 172B, 172C;

2. Brox 180 parses the data Imk address of the local on link 174 end stations 174A, 174B, 174C 174D; on link

ARP request message, concludes that the local 176 end stations 176A, 176B, 176C; and on link 178 end
ARP request message is not addressed to brox 180, stations 178A, 178B, 178C. The short mask 221 ofFIG.
and accordingly receives the local ARP request 7B, when used by the end stations of conminnication
message. Brox 180 recognizes the data packet as a system 170, causes all ofthe end stations ofcommunica-
local ARP request message, recognizes that the tion system 170 to conclude that they are on the same
network layer address contained in the local ARP link. By coming to this conclusion, the end stations are
request message is the network layer address ofend 33 permitted to transmit a local ARP request message for

station 178Q and then creates a remote ARP re- the data link address of an intended receiving station,

quest message and sends the remote ARP request Each of the broxs, 180, 200, 190 use the longer brox
message to brox ISKI. Brox 180 knows to send the mask 220, as shown in FIG. 6b. This longer brox mask
remote ARP request message to brox 190 because 220 has Is in the first five (5) positions of byte 164, and
brox 180 TTiaiTitains a forwarding table showing the ^ these Is pennit the broxs to distinguish the subnet ad-
end stations attached to various broxs. This for- dresses oflinks 172, 174, 176, 178, and thereby make the
warding table is built up by inter-brox traffic, anal- detennination of whether to send local or remote ARP
ogoos to the inter-router trafHc used by routers to messages.
build up forwarding tables. In the event that an end station on conmiunication

3. Brox 190 receives the remote ARP request mes- 45 system 170 prepares to transmit a message packet to an
sage, and transmits on connection 196 to link 178 a end station connected to communication system 170
standard local ARP request message containing the through brox 200 by wide area network communication
data link address of end station 178C link 204, then the address in bytes 150 and 152 of the

4. End station 178C responds to the local ARP re- proposed Network Layer Destination Address field 140
quest message by transmitting a local ARP re- 50 of the message packet will differ from bytes 150, 152 of
sponse message containing the data link layer ad- an address of links 172, 174, 176, 178. Accordingly, a
dress of end station 178C onto link 178. brox receiving a local ARP request message for such a

5. Brox 190 receives the local ARP response message distant end station will forward, in performing as a
from end station 178C, and brox 190 creates a re- router, and forward the message packet to brox 200
mote ARP response message, and sends it to brox 55 which then sends it on the wide area network link 204 to
ISO. an appropriate brox having a link to the intended re-

6. Brox 180 then creates a standard local ARP re- ceiving end station.

sponse message and transmits it through connec- As can be seen from FIG. 6B and FIG. 7B, a brox
tion 182 to link 172, with the data link layer address sees a longer subnet address then does an end station. As
of end station 172A in the Data Link Destination 60 shown at byte 164 in FIG. 6B, the subnet address seen
Address field 126 of the local ARP response mes- by a brox is 5 bits longer than a subnet address seen by
s&S^- an end station using mask 221 from FIG. 7B. The

7. End station 172A then interprets the local ARP shorter end station mask causes end station to see all of
response message and extracts from it the data link the end stations on communications network 170 as
layer address of end station 178C. 65 being on the same link. The longer brox mask 220, as

8. End station 172A then transmits a message packet shown in FIG. 6B, permits a brox to distinguish the
directed to end station 178C, where the message intended receiving end station and also the link to
packet contains the data link layer address of end which the intended receiving end station is attached to.
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and thereby make the detennination of whether to send
local or remote ARP messages.

Further, the assignment of the addresses of the end
station is carefully done in order for the end stations to
be distinguishable in accordance with the above discus-

sion ofthe brox mask and the end station mask as shown
in FIG. 6B and FIG. 7B. That is, each end station on
conmiunications system 170 was assigned a value of
byte 154 as follows: link 172 was assigned a value of

18
Addresses are assigned to the end stations on each

LAN in accordance with the present invention. For
example, addresses may be assigned to the LANs as

follows. Each LAN is assigned an address 140 compris-

ing 4 bytes, bytes 150, 152, 154, 156. As a simplification,

only three of the bytes wiU be discussed herein, bytes

152, 154, 156. The highest byte 150 may be assigned an

arbitrary number, however each link has the same value

ofbyte 150. For example, in communication system 300
byte 154 of 11 11 1000; link 174 was assigned a value of 10 byte 152 is assigned the value "19*'. Accordingly, all

byte 154 of 11 llOOCX^, link 176 was assigned a value of
byte 154 of 11 100000; link 178 was assigned a value of
byte 154of 1 1000000. This careful selection ofaddresses
is the key to distinguishing end stations on different

links by use of a short end station mask 221 and long
brox mask 220.

15

FOURTH EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENT
Referring now to FIG. 8, commnnications system 300

stations on LAN 302 are assigned the address 19.3.*.

The means any unique number to distinguish the

stations. All stations connected to LAN 306 are as-

signed the address 19.4.*. All stations connected to

LAN 308 are assigned the address 19.8.*. All stations

connected to LAN 314 are assigned the address 19.5.*.

All stations attached to LAN 320 are assigned the ad-

dress 19.5.*. All sUtions connected to LAN 324 are

assigned the address 19.6.*. All stations attached to
is shown. Network layer address^ for the end stations 20 LAN 328 are assigned the address 19.7.*. The stations
of communications system 300 will now be discussed.
The network layer addresses are used in the Networic
Layer Destination Address field 140 of FIG. 2. The
network layer address may, for example, have 4 bytes,

150, 152, 154, 156 as set out in FIG. 3A. The value of 25
byte 150 may be represented by the numeral Nl. The
value of byte 152 may be represented as numeral N2.
The value of byte 154 may be represented as numeral
N3. The value of byte of 156 may be represented as
numeral N4. The four byte address may then be reprc- 30
seated as follows:

N1.N2.N3.N4
In the above symbolic representation of the network

layer address, the numbera Nl, N2, N3, N4, refer to the
bytes of address 140, that is bytes 150, 152, 154, 156, 35
respectively.

Careful selection of the values of the bytes Nl, N2,
N3, N4 permit the invention to utilize a short end sta-

tion mask for an end station to gain permission to send
a local ARP request, and a long brox mask to enable a 40
brox to distinguish end stations on different links.

As a further example of representation of a network
layer address, a mask may be, for example 12 bits long,
that is the mask boundaries may not coincide with octet

boundaries. For example, the mask shown in FIG. 6B 45
uses 5 bits from octet 164. Still, a symbolic representa-

tion of the network layer address may be given as:

A1.A2.A3
where Al, A2, and A3 are numbers used to refer to
parts of the network layer address. For example, Al
may represent a group of related LANs, A2 may repre-

sent a particularLAN of the group, and A3 msy repre-
sent the host address.

An exemplary assignment of end station address fol-

lows.

Refening now to communications system 300 as

shown in FIG. 8, LAN 302 is connected by brox BR4
304 to LAN 306. LAN 308 is connected brox BR6 310
to LAN 306. LAN 306 is connected by brox BR3 312 to

LAN 314. LAN 314 is connected by brox BRl 316 to

LAN 320. LAN 320 is connected by brox 322 to LAN
324. LAN 320 is connected by brox BR5 326 to LAN
328.

Each LAN, 302, 306, 308, 314, 320, 324, 328 has con-
nected in communications connection, a plurality ofend 65

stations. For simplicity, only particular end stations will

be directly discussed. LAN 302 is shown with end sta-

tion A 340. LAN 328 is shown with end station B 342.

50

55

60

on each link include the plurality ofend stations, as well

as the connections to the respective broxs.

We now consider the event wherein end station A
340 on LAN 302, having a network layer address of
19.3.8 decides to send a message packet to end station B
on LAN 328, having a network layer address of 19.7.5.

The following events occur:

1. End station A 340 tests the network layer address

of the mtended receiving station B 342 in order to

determine ifend station 340 has permission to trans-

mit a local ARP request message in order to learn

the data link layer address of end station B 342.

Addresses other than a TCP-IP 32 bit address may
be used with the bvention. For example, in the

event that a three octet address is used, the end
station A 340 may use a mask having the values:

11111111.00000000.00000000

and each brox in communication system 300 utilizes a
mask having^the values:

lllimUllllin.llllllll
sin making forwarding decisions. Accordingly, end

stationA 340 utilizes its end station mask and concludes
that the link where end station B 342 resides is ''19.*.*",

the same as the link where end station A 340 resides.

Accordingly, end station A transmits a local ARP re-

quest me^gejan.LAN 302.^—
_

?.%rox BR4 304 detects the local ARP request mes^
sa]^ interprets the localARP request nicssage, and

(

creates a remote ARP request message directed toi

; brox BR5 326. Brox BR4 304 knows to send thei

j

remote ARP request message to brox BR5 326 as a \

,
riK»cdt^of the broxs participating in ^muting algo-u

jJSfc^ as is well known in those skiDiwi in tiie artpf )

^-jcoinputer communications. Accordingly, brox /

BR4 304 transmits the remote ARP request mes^i
sa.ge to brox BR5 326. Brox BR5 326 receives thef
remote ARP request message, and in responst'

^diercto^tninsmits a ,standard local ARP requ^
message onto_LAN_328. - ^

~^

3. End station B 342 receives the local ARP request

transmitted onto LAN 328, and generates a local

ARP response message containing the data link

address of end station B 342, where the data link

address corresponds to the station having network
layer address 19.7.5.

4, Brox BRS 326 detects the local ARP response
message transmitted by end station B 342, recog-

nizes it as a completion of a pending remote ARP
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request message, and creates a remote ARP re-

sponse message. Brox BRS 326 then sends the re-

mote AKP response message to brox BR4 304.
Brox BR4 304 receives the remote ARP response
message, and in response thereto creates a local
ARP response message. Brox BR4 304 then trans-

mits the local ARP response message onto LAN
302.

5. End station A 340 receives the local ARP response
message from LAN 302, and interprets the local

ARP response message^ and stores the data link
layer address of end station B 342.

6. End station A 340 then constructs a data packet
containing the data link layer address ofend station

B 342 in Data Link Destination Address field 126 15

of a message packet 120.

7. Brox BR4 304 detects the data packet, parses the
Data Link Header 122 and finds that the contents
of the Data Link Destination Address field 126 are
not an address used by brox BR4 304, and so con- 20
dudes to forward the message packet as a bridge.

The data packet transmitted by end station A 340 is

forwarded by all of the intermediate broxs behavmg as
bridges,, brox BR4 304, brox BR3 312, brox BRl 316.
and brox BRS 326. The data packet is thus forwarded at 25
^ch hop, in some designs, m less than l/200th of the
time that would be required if a brox operated as a
router.

The local ARP Request transmitted by end sution A
340 onto LAN 302 is blocked by brox BR4304. That is, 30
the local ARP Request is not forwarded to LAN 306 as
it would be if brox BR4 304 acted as a standard bridge.
That is, brox BR4 304 acts as a standard router and
isolates LAH 302 from LAN 3061, in that it does not
forward ARP messages between the LANs. Likewise, 35
all local ARP requests and local ARP responses are
isolated to theLAN on which they were created by the
broxs functioning as routers.

Accordingly, data traffic may be forwarded between
any end station on any link m communications network 40
300 by each ofthe broxs forwarding rapidly as a bridge.

Also, the local ARP traffic generated on each LAN b
isolated from each of the other links by each brox func-
tioning as a router.

The invention, in all embodiments, has the beneficial 45
effect that it speeds forwarding of data packets and so
improves throughput in the data communications sys-
tem.

A farther benefit ofthe invention is that, in the event
that an intermediate forwarding station is an old style 50
router that does not change into a bridge in accordance
with the Rules of the invention hereinabove, the inven-
tion will work perfecdy well with all of the intermedi-
ate broxs functioning in accordance with the invention.
Any intermediate "old style" routers already installed 55
in an old system will not interfere with the improve-
ments gained from new broxs added to the system.

Accordingly, the mvention greatly improves the
speed at which a message is forwarded over multiple
links of a complex communications system.
What is claimed is:

1. A communications system having a first communi-
cations link and a second communications link, a first

end station coupled with said first link, a second end
station coupled with said second link,

a forwarding apparatus for forwarding a packet from
said first liiik to said second link, said forwarding
apparatus detecting a network layer header within

20

60
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said packet, said network layer header having a
destination address, said destination address having
a subnet field and a host field, said communications
system comprising:

a forwarding mask, within said forwarding appara-

tus, said forwarding mask having a forwarding
mask length, said forwarding mask for distin-

guishing said destination address into a first sub-

net address part and into a first host address part,

said first subnet address part having a length

equal to the length of said subnet field;

an end station mask, in said first end station, said

end station mask having an end station mask
length, for distinguishing said destination address

into a second subnet address part and into a sec-

ond host address part, said end station mask
length less than said forwarding mask length to

distinguish said second subnet address part as

havmg a length less than the length of said sub-

net field;

said first end station and said second end station

usmg said end station mask, responsive to said

second subnet address part as having a length

less than the length of said subnet field, to iden-

tify all end stations on said first link and said

second link as being on a single link, and said

forwarding apparatus using said forwarding
mask to distinguish which ofsaid first link or saxl

second link to forward said data packet onto.

2. The communication system as in claim 1 further

comprising:

means for said first end station to transmit a local

Address Request Protocol (hereinafter ARP ) re-

quest message onto said first communications link,

said local ARP request message requesting a data
link address of a receiving end station, said receiv-

ing end station coupled with a third link;

means, in response to said local ARP request mes-
sage, for said forwarding apparatus to send a re-

mote ARP request message to a second forwarding
apparatus, said second forwarding apparatus con-
nected to said second link and said third link;

means for said forwarding apparatus to receive a
remote ARP response message containing said data
link address of said receiving end station from said

second forwarding apparatus;

means, responsive to said remote ARP request mes-
sage, for said forwarding apparatus to send a local

ARP response message to said first end station.

3. The communications system as in claim 1, said

forwarding apparatus further comprising:
means for operating as a bridge in response to a data

link destination address in said data packet not
equal to a data link address of said forwarding
apparatus.

4. The apparatus in claimi 3 wherein said means for
operating as a bridge fiirther comprises:

means for reading a data link layer header of said

packet; and
means for forwarding said packet based on the con-

tents of said data hnk layer header of said packet
5. The communications system as in claim 1, said

foxwardmg apparatus further comprising:

means for operating as a router in response to a data
link destination address in said data packet equal to
a data link address of said forwarding apparatus.

6. The apparatus as in claim 5 wherein said means for
operating as a router further comprises:
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means for reading a data link layer header of said

packed

means for reading a network layer header of said

packet; and
means for forwarding said packet based on the con- S

tents of said data link layer header and said net-

work layer header of said packet
7. The commimications system of claim 1 wherein

said first commnnication hnk and said second communi-
cations Imk are local area networks (LANs). 10

8. A communications system having a forwarding

apparatus, said forwarding apparatus coupled with a

first link and a second link, for forwarding a packet

from said first link to said second link, said forwarding
apparatus detecting a network layer header on said 15

packet, said network layer header having a destination

address, said destination address having a subnet field

and a host field, said communications system compris-

ing:

said subnet field on said packet having a first sub-field 20
and a second sub*field, said first sub-field equal for

all end nodes on said first link and all nodes on said

second link, a forwarding mask, within said for-

warding apparatus, said forwarding mask having a
forwarding mask length, for distinguishing said 25

destination address into a first subnet address part

and into a first host address part, said first subnet

address part equal to said subnet field, and said first

host part equal to said host field;

an end station mask, within a first end station coupled 30

with said first link, said end station mask having an
end station mask length, said end station mask for

distinguishing said destination address into a sec-

ond subnet address part and into a second host

address part, said end station mask length less than 35

said forwardmg mask length, said second subnet

address part equal to said first subfield of said sub-

net field;

said first end station using said end station mask to

identify all end stations on said first link and said 40

second link as being on a single IitiV^ and said for-

warding apparatus using said forwarding mask to

distinguish which of said first link or said second
link a receiving end station addressed by said desti-

nation address is located on; 45

means, responsive to said greater length of said for-

warding mask than said end station mask, for said

first end station to transmit a local ARP request

message onto said first link, said local ARP request

message requesting a data link address of said re- 50

ceiving end station, said receiving end station con-

nected to a third link that is not said first link or

said second link;

means, responsive to said local ARP request message,

for said forwarding apparatus to send a remote 55

ARP request message to a second forwarding ap-

paratus attached to said second link and said third

hnk;

means, responsive to said remote ARP request mes-
sage, for said second forwarding apparatus to send 60

a second local ARP request message to said receiv-

ing end station;

means, responsive to said second local ARP request

message, for said receiving end station to send a
local ARP response message to said second for- 65

warding apparatus, said second local ARP re-

sponse message containing said data link address of

said receiving end station;

means, responsive to said local ARP response mes-

sage, for said second forwarding apparatus to send

a remote ARP response message to said forward-

ing apparatus;

means, responsive to said remote ARP response mes-

sage, for said forwarding apparatus to send a sec-

ond local ARP response message to said first end
station;

means, responsive to sstid second local ARP response

message, for said first end station to receive a data

link address of said receiving end station, and for

said first end station to transmit a second packet

containing said data link address of said receiving

end station, and for said forwarding apparatus to

operate as a bridge in response to said data link

address of said receiving end station being con-

tained in said second packet.

9. The communicatioDS system of claim 8 wherein
said plurality of communications links are local area

networks (LANs).
10. A communications system having a forwarding

apparatus for forwarding a packet from a first link to a

second link, said apparatus detecting a networic layer

header within said packet, said network layer header

having a destination address, said communications sys-

tem comprising:

a forwarding mask, within said forwarding apparatus,

having a forwarding mask length, for distinguish-

ing said destination address into a first subnet part

and into a first host address part;

an end station mask, within an end station on said first

link, having an end station mask length for distin-

guishing said destination address into a second

subnet address part and into a second host address

part;

said forwarding mask length greater than said end

station mask length, said end station using said end
station mask to identiiy all end stations on said first

Hnk and said second link as bdng on a single link

such that said end station obtains the data link ad-

dress ofany one of said all end stations on said first

link and said second link by transxnitdng a local

ARP request packet onto said first link, and said

apparatus using said forwarding noask to distin-

guish on which of said first link and said second

Hnk a second end station addressed by said network
layer address is located on.

11. The communications system of claim 10 wherein

said pluraHty of communications links are local area

networks (LANs).
12. A forwarding apparatus for forwarding packets

comprising:

a receiving means (1000) for receiving a packet from
a first LAN;

a localARP request detecting means (1020) for deter-

mining if said packet is a local ARP request packet;

a first determining means (1022), responsive to said

packet being a localARP request packet, for deter-

mining if said packet is requesting an address of an

end station attached to said first LAN; and
a requesting means (1026), responsive to said packet

being a local ARP request packet requesting the

address of an end station not attached to said first

LAN, for selecting a second LAN, and for request-

ing a second forwarding apparatus, said second

forwarding apparatus attached to said second

LAN, to both transmit a second local ARP request

onto said second LAN and to relay a resulting
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ARP response packet to said forwarding appara-

tus.

13. The forwarding apparatus as in claim 12, further

comprising:

a discarding means (1024) responsive to said first 5

determining means determining said packet is a

local ARP request packet requesting the address of

an end station attached to said £irst LAN, for dis-

carding said packet*

14. The forwarding apparatus as in claim 13, further 10

comprising:

second determining means (1040) for determining if

said packet is a remote ARP request;

caching means (1042) responsive to said packet being

a remote AEP request for keeping record of the IS

packet in a cache ofpending remote ARP requests;

and
local request generating means (1049) responsive to

said packet being a remote ARP request, for gener-

ating a local ARP request packet on a requested 20 wherein said

LAN an end station addressed by said destination

address is located;

means, within said first end station and said second

end station, for distinguishing said destination ad-

dress into a second subnet address part and into a

second host address part, said second subnet ad-

dress part equal to said first subfield in said destina-

tion address, said first end station and said second

end station using the value of said second subnet

part to identify all end stations on said first LAN
and said second LAN as bemg on a single LAN.

18. The communications system as in claim 17 further

wherein

said forwarding apparatus forwards a packet based on
a data link layer header of said data packet in the

event that a data link destination address in said

data link layer header of said data packet is not a

data link address of said apparatus.

19. The communications system as in daim 17 further

25
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LAN indicated in said packet

15. The forwarding apparatus as in claim 14 further

comprising:

a local ARP response detecting means (1030) for

determining if said packet is a local ARP response;

a cache checkiag means (1034) for determining ifsaid

cache ofpending remote ARP requests cache con-

tains a pending remote ARP request; and

a remote ARP response generating means (1038),

responsive to said packet being a local ARP re-

sponse and said cache of pending remote ARP
requests containing apending remote ARP request,

for generating a remote ARP response packet.

16. The forwarding apparatus as in claim 15, f^nther

comprising: a remote ARP response detecting means

(1050) for determining if said packet is a remote ARP
response packet; and

a local ARP response generating means (1052), re-

sponsive to said packet being a remote ARP re-

sponse packet, for generating a local ARP re- 40

sponse.

17. A communications system, comprising:

a first LAN and a second LAN, each end station on
said first LAN and said second LAN having an

associated network address, each said associated 45

network address having a host field and a subnet

field, each subnet field havmg a first subfield, the

value of said first subfield being equal for all end
stations on said first LAN and said second LAN;

a first end station coupled with said first LAN;
a second end station coupled with said second LAN;
a forwarding apparatus for forwarding a packet firom

said first LAN to said second LAN, said forward-

ing apparatus capable of detecting a network layer

header on a data packet, said network layer header

having a destination address;

means, within said forwarding apparatus, for distin-

guishing said destination address into a first subnet

address part and into a first host address part, said

first subnet address part equal to the value of said 60

subnet field of said destination address, said first

host address part equal to the value of said host

field of said destination address, said forwarding

apparatus using said first subnet address part to

determine which of said first LAN or said second 65

50
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foTwardmg apparatus forwards a packet based on a

data link layer header and said network layer

header of said packet in the event that a data link

destination address in said data link header of said

data packet is equal to a data link address of said

forwarding apparatus.

20. A conamunications system comprising:

a first LAN;
a second LAN;
a forwarding apparatus for forwarding a first packet

from said first LAN to said second LAN, said

packet transmitted by an first end station on said

first LAN, and said first packet containing a net-

work layer destination address field value equal to

a network layer address of a second end station on
said second LAN;

first masking means within said forwarding apparatus

for dividing said network layer destination address

within said first packet into a first subnet part and a

first host part, said first subnet part indicating that

said packet is to be forwarded onto said second

LAN; and
second masking means within said first end station on

said first LAN for dividing said network layer

destination address into a second subnet part and a

second host part, said second subnet part indicating

that all end stations on said first LAN and said

second LAN are on a single LAN, such that said

first end station obtains the data link address of said

second end station by transmitting a local ARP
request packet onto said first LAN.

21. The conmiunications system as in claim 20,

wherein said forwarding apparatus forwards:

a data packet based on a data link layer header of said
data packet in the event that a data link destination

address in said data link layer header of said data

packet is not a data link address of said apparatus.

22. The communications system as in daim 20,

wherein said forwarding apparatus forwards:

a data packet based on a data link layer header and
said network layer header of said packet in the

event that a data link destination address in said

data link header ofsaid packet is equal to a data link

address of said apparatus.
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